Background: Body shape is a known risk factor for diabetes and mortality, but the methods estimating body shape, BMI and waist circumference are crude. We determined whether a novel body shape measure, trunk to leg volume ratio, was independently associated with diabetes and mortality.
Introduction
Body shape is a known risk factor for mortality and diabetes, which is a major global health problem associated with reduced life span, increased morbidity, and significant financial burdens on individuals and health care systems [1, 2] . Body mass index (BMI), an indicator of overall adiposity, and waist circumference, an indicator of central adiposity, are crude measures used to characterize body fatness and are associated with diabetes risk [3, 4, 5, 6] . Typically, those with high BMI or waist circumference are considered to have elevated risk for diabetes and metabolic covariates [3, 7, 8] . However, Carnethon et al recently found that mortality rates were higher in adults with normal BMI at the time of incident diabetes than those individuals who were overweight or obese (by BMI) [9] .
Total body volume is the solid volume of an individual and the metric used to measure body density and estimate body composition [10] . Modern work by Behnke et al. draws upon Archimedes' Principle to characterize obesity using underwater weighing [11] . More than half of a century ago, Siri and Brozek created equations that related body density to total percent fat [12, 13] . These same equations are still used today in water and air displacement devices to provide an estimate of whole body percent fat. Unfortunately, these displacement methods make many assumptions about internal voids that contain air (as in the lungs) or other trapped gasses (as in the stomach or small intestines) and cannot measure volume on a regional level (as in the trunk, arms, or legs) [14] .
Dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) is a highly prevalent medical imaging modality. Typical outputs of a DXA scan report include whole body and regional measures of fat mass, lean mass, bone mineral content (BMC), and bone mineral density. In the last ten years, ratios of regional DXA mass compartments (like trunk to peripheral fat mass and android to gynoid fat mass) have also been used to stratify risk for metabolic diseases [15, 16] . With more than 30,000 systems in the United States and 50,000 systems worldwide, a high test-retest reliability (better than 100 grams for total body mass), calibrated accuracy to four-compartment body composition models, and very low X-ray dose per exam (10 mSv or less), DXA is considered a gold standard for measuring body composition [17, 18, 19, 20, 21] . For these reasons, DXA systems have been used in many large-scale epidemiological studies to measure bone density and body composition. One of the largest national surveys to include DXA whole body scans was the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES); DXA was used to measure body composition in a representative sample of the United States population by gender, race/ethnicity, and age [22, 23, 24] .
While ratios of DXA-reported fat masses have been used to distinguish certain groups, they are not as intuitive as body shape itself. We have recently developed a technique to measure solid body volume using DXA-reported fat, lean, and BMC values [25, 26] . DXA-based volume outperforms traditional air and water displacement techniques because regional body volumes can be measured and no assumptions are needed to correct for internal air voids. This method is powerful because it is applicable for retrospective analysis of large studies since it only requires access to standard DXA scan values.
In this study, we derived an easily interpretable body shape measure from whole body DXA data, the ratio of trunk volume to leg volume, and tested its association to diabetes, metabolic covariates, and subsequent mortality in a representative United States population. We hypothesized that participants with a higher trunk to leg volume ratio would have higher rates of diabetes, its metabolic covariates, and mortality.
Methods
We performed a retrospective analysis of the publicly accessible NHANES 1999-2004 datasets to determine the association of body shape to diabetes, metabolic covariates, and mortality. NHANES is a population-based study of the non-institutionalized US population. In addition to DXA scan output, NHANES 1999-2004 contains self-reported survey responses (including gender, race/ethnicity, diabetes status, physical activity level, family size, family income level, various medication usage) and laboratorybased results (including weight, height, BMI, waist circumference, fasting plasma glucose, insulin, triglycerides, high-density lipoprotein (HDL), systolic blood pressure, and diastolic blood pressure). There were a total of 10,673 adult subjects (age . = 20 years) with DXA scan output data available from the public study website [27] . We excluded 797 individuals who had one of several qualityrelated issues due to either a non-removable artifact or body positioning in the DXA scan (e.g. missing limb, arm was off the scan [27] .
We generated whole body and regional (arms, legs, and trunk) volume measures from the DXA scan output by using the calibration equation described in a previous reporting [25] : DXA volume = Fat/0.88+ Lean/1.05+ BMC/4.85+0.01. We created our body shape index as the ratio of trunk volume to leg volume. We analyzed the distribution of demographic variables by BMI category and tested for differences between these groups by the Bonferroni-adjusted t-test. We examined the prevalence of prediabetes (fasting plasma glucose levels between 100-125 mg/dL) and diabetes (defined by self-reported diagnosis or a fasting glucose $126 mg/dL) by gender, race/ethnicity, age category, BMI category, weight quartile, DXA total percent fat quartile, trunk to leg volume ratio quartile, waist circumference category, triglyceride level, HDL-cholesterol level, and blood pressure category. To avoid the confounding effect of medication use of individuals with diabetes on their lipids and blood pressure, we used quartile cut points derived from the population excluding those with diabetes. We used the 2005 NCEP guidelines to define cut points for BMI categories, high waist circumference, high triglyceride levels, high blood pressure, low HDL levels, and metabolic syndrome [28] .For the metabolic syndrome definition, we only had enough information to determine whether individuals were taking insulin, diabetes pills, or antihypertension medication; information about fibrates or niacin was not available in this iteration of NHANES. We determined whether there was a significant trend in the prevalence of diabetes, high triglycerides, low HDL, and high blood pressure with trunk to leg volume quartile. To determine whether these trends differed by sub-group, we examined the distribution of individuals in each quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio with each outcome by BMI category, gender, and race/ethnicity group. Additionally, we investigated the prevalence of metabolic syndrome and mortality rate in each quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio by BMI category, gender, race/ethnicity group, and age category. We also determined whether there was significant interaction between trunk to leg volume ratio quartile and subgroup (BMI category, gender, race/ ethnicity, and age category) for each outcome. We used sequential logistic regression models to determine the association between trunk to leg volume ratio and metabolic outcomes (diabetes, high triglycerides, low HDL-cholesterol levels, high blood pressure, and metabolic syndrome) and mortality. For each model, we determined the order of variable significance, area under the receive-operator characteristic curve (AUC), odds ratio per standard deviation increase of trunk to leg volume ratio, and odds ratios for trunk to leg volume quartile (compared to the first quartile). We first adjusted for age alone; in the second stage covariate model, we also included gender, race/ethnicity, continuous BMI, continuous waist circumference, self-reported activity level, continuous poverty index ratio. To adjust for other DXAderived measures of body fat, we created a second covariate model that also adjusted for the ratio of trunk fat mass to leg fat mass. The full model (used only for diabetes) included all covariates above and further adjusted for fasting insulin, triglycerides, HDL, systolic and diastolic blood pressure. We finally created a second full model (used only for diabetes) that also adjusted for the ratio of trunk fat mass to leg fat mass. All statistical analysis was done using SAS software, version 9.2 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC).
To investigate the driving forces of fat mass and lean mass behind trunk to leg volume ratio, we generated several height- . To determine what body composition variables affected trunk to leg volume the most, we compared mean values of these heightnormalized variables, trunk to leg fat mass ratio, and trunk to leg lean mass ratio to trunk to leg volume ratio quartile. Table 1 shows that for most demographic variables, there were significant differences between BMI categories. There were not statistically significant differences for trunk to leg volume ratio between overweight/obese BMI groups, for triglycerides between overweight/obese and underweight/normal BMI groups, for systolic blood pressure between overweight/obese and underweight/normal BMI groups, and for diastolic blood pressure between underweight/normal and underweight/overweight BMI , and total population in NHANES 1999-2004 are shown below. All data displayed had a significant trend (P-for-trend ,0.001) in prevalence versus quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio. There was a significant (P,0.001) interaction (trunk to leg volume ratio quartile & BMI category) in the prevalence of diabetes and high blood pressure. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0068716.g001 groups. Table 2 shows that the prevalence of both pre-diabetes and diabetes increased with age, BMI, weight, waist circumference, trunk to leg volume ratio, triglyceride level, blood pressure, and decreased HDL level. Figure 1 shows that, in both the total population and those with normal BMI (. = 18.5 kg/m 2 and ,25 kg/m 2 ), the prevalence of each outcome increased by trunk to leg volume ratio quartile (Pfor-trend,0.001). There was a significant interaction (P-forinteraction,0.001) between trunk to leg volume ratio quartile and BMI category with the highest quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio having equally high diabetes and high blood pressure prevalence regardless of BMI category. Figure 2 shows that, for all race/ethnicity groups, the prevalence of diabetes, high triglycerides, low HDL, and high blood pressure increased as a function of trunk to leg volume ratio quartile (P-for-trend ,0.0001). Again, there was a significant interaction (P-for-interaction,0.05) between trunk to leg volume ratio quartile and race/ethnicity group for diabetes and high blood pressure prevalence. Non-Hispanic Black individuals saw a relatively steady increase in diabetes prevalence by trunk to leg volume ratio quartile, while other race/ethnicity groups saw a dramatic increase in prevalence from the third to fourth quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio. Non-Hispanic Black individuals have the highest overall prevalence in high blood pressure for each quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio.
Results
There was a significant increasing trend (P-for-trend,0.001) in the prevalence of diabetes, high triglycerides, low HDL, and high blood pressure by trunk to leg volume ratio quartile for both men and women. Figure 3 shows that, for each BMI category, gender, race/ ethnicity group, and age group, the prevalence of metabolic syndrome increased by trunk to leg volume ratio quartile (P-fortrend,0.001). The effect of trunk to leg volume ratio varied by BMI category (P-for-interaction,0.001), gender (P-for-interaction,0.001), race/ethnicity group (P-for-interaction,0.05), and age group (P-for-interaction,0.001). While those with obese BMI had the highest prevalence of metabolic syndrome, those with normal BMI had the largest increase in metabolic syndrome prevalence from the third to fourth quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio (3.0% to 12.0%). While women had a higher prevalence of metabolic syndrome across all quartiles, men had a large jump from the third to fourth quartile (9.3% to 25.4%). Non-Hispanic Black individuals had the highest prevalence of metabolic syndrome for almost all quartiles of trunk to leg volume ratio, but Non-Hispanic White and Other Race individuals had major increases in prevalence from third to fourth quartiles (14.1% to 29.3% and 11.8% to 30.5%, respectively). While individuals over 70 years and between 50 and 70 years had consistently a consistently higher prevalence of metabolic syndrome across all quartiles of trunk to leg volume ratio, individuals under 50 years had the largest increase in prevalence from the third to fourth quartiles (9.7% to 19.4%). Figure 4 shows that, for each BMI category, gender, and race/ ethnicity group, mortality increased by trunk to leg volume ratio quartile (P-for-trend,0.001 except ''Other Race'' which had a Pfor-trend,0.05). In an analysis of mortality by age group, we found only those individuals over 70 years had a significant increasing trend (P-for-trend ,0.01) by trunk to leg volume ratio quartile. Overall, mortality increased as a function of trunk to leg volume ratio quartile in the total population, within BMI categories, within gender groups, within race/ethnicity groups, and for those over 70 years old. The effect of trunk to leg volume ratio varied by BMI category for mortality (P-for-interaction,0.01). Those with overweight BMI had a higher prevalence of mortality with increasing quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio than for other BMI categories. Table 3 shows that, even after adjusting for confounders, a high trunk to leg volume ratio was still associated with diabetes, high triglycerides, low HDL, high blood pressure, metabolic syndrome, and subsequent mortality. In the covariate logistic regression model, we found that individuals in the highest quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio had increased odds of having diabetes (Odds Ratio [OR] = 6.8, 95% confidence interval [CI] 4.9-9.6), high triglycerides (OR = 3.9, 95% CI 3.0-5.2), low HDL (OR = 3.0, 95% CI 2.4-3.8), and high blood pressure (OR = 1.8, 95% CI 1.6-2.1) compared to those in the lowest quartile. Even after adjusting for DXA-derived trunk to leg fat mass ratio in the Covariate 2 model, we found that individuals in the highest quartile of trunk to Figure 3 . Prevalence of metabolic syndrome versus trunk to leg volume ratio quartile by BMI, gender, race/ethnicity, and age. The prevalence of metabolic syndrome versus trunk to leg volume ratio quartile is displayed below for (A) BMI category, (B) gender, (C) race/ethnicity, and (D) age group in NHANES 1999-2004. (A) All data displayed by BMI category had a significant trend (P-for-trend,0.001) in metabolic syndrome versus trunk to leg volume ratio quartile; there was also a significant interaction (P-for-interaction,0.001) between trunk to leg volume ratio quartile and BMI category for metabolic syndrome. (B) All data displayed by gender had a significant trend (P-for-trend ,0.001) in mortality versus trunk to leg volume ratio quartile; there was also a significant interaction (P-for-interaction,0.001) between trunk to leg volume ratio quartile and gender for metabolic syndrome. (C) All data displayed by race/ethnicity had a significant trend (P-for-trend,0.001) in metabolic syndrome versus trunk to leg volume ratio quartile; there was also a significant interaction (P-for-interaction,0.05) between trunk to leg volume ratio quartile and race/ethnicity for metabolic syndrome. (D) All data displayed by age group had a significant trend (P-for-trend,0.001) in metabolic syndrome versus trunk to leg volume ratio quartile; there was also a significant interaction (P-for-interaction,0.001) between trunk to leg volume ratio quartile and age group for metabolic syndrome. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0068716.g003 leg volume ratio had increased odds of having diabetes (OR = 2.6, 95% CI 1.7-4.0), high blood pressure (OR = 1.4, 95% CI 1.1-1.8), metabolic syndrome (OR = 1.6, 95% CI 1.1-2.3), and mortality (OR = 1.8, 95% CI 1.2-2.6).
In a fully adjusted model, individuals in the highest quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio were 3.9 times as likely to have diabetes compared to the lowest quartile, but the odds of diabetes in the second or third quartiles were not significantly different than the lowest quartile. Additionally, trunk to leg volume ratio was the most significant variable, followed by age, in the fully-adjusted model (P,0.001). Even after adjusting for DXA-derived trunk to leg fat mass ratio in the Full 2 model, we found that individuals in the highest quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio were 2.2 times as likely to have diabetes compared to the lowest quartile.
For mortality, the association with waist circumference was not significant. Individuals in the highest quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio had increased odds of mortality (OR = 1.8, 95% CI 1.2-2.6) compared to those in the lowest quartile while there was a decreased odds of mortality with each SD increase in BMI (OR = 0.7, 95% CI 0.7-0.8). For several of the models that also adjusted for trunk to leg fat mass ratio (Covariate 2), forward selection of variables was turned off to ensure that both trunk to leg fat mass ratio and trunk to leg volume ratio remained in the model. Figure 5 displays the receiver operator characteristics (ROC) curves for four progressively more complex models to distinguish those individuals with diabetes. Using forward logistic regression with all significant variables, we found that trunk to leg volume ratio was the variable that contributed the most to distinguish those with diabetes. Using only truck to leg volume ratio, we found that the area under the ROC curve (AUC) was 0.748. Adding the second most contributing variable, age, increased the AUC to 0.796. The covariate model increased the AUC to 0.839, and finally the full model had an AUC of 0.868. Figure 6 displays the behavior of height-normalized fat mass, lean mass, and volume in the trunk and legs as a function of trunk to leg volume ratio quartile. The increase in trunk volume is primarily driven by an increase in trunk fat, while the decrease in leg volume is primarily driven by a decrease in leg fat. Trunk to leg fat mass ratio has the steepest increase because of its increase in Figure 4 . Mortality versus trunk to leg volume ratio quartile by BMI, gender, race/ethnicity, and age. Mortality versus trunk to leg volume ratio quartile is displayed below for (A) BMI category, (B) gender, (C) race/ethnicity, and (D) age group in NHANES 1999-2004. (A) All data displayed by BMI category had a significant trend (P-for-trend,0.001) in mortality versus trunk to leg volume ratio quartile; there was also a significant interaction (P-for-interaction,0.01) between trunk to leg volume ratio quartile and BMI category for mortality. (B) All data displayed by gender had a significant trend (P-for-trend ,0.001) in mortality versus trunk to leg volume ratio quartile. (C) All data displayed by race/ethnicity had a significant trend (P-for-trend,0.001 for Mexican American, Non-Hispanic Black, and Non-Hispanic White; P-for-trend,0.05 for Other Race)) in mortality versus trunk to leg volume ratio quartile. (D) Only individuals .70 years displayed a significant trend (P-for-trend ,0.01) in mortality versus trunk to leg volume ratio quartile. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0068716.g004 trunk fat mass and decrease in leg fat mass. Trunk to leg lean mass ratio has a more attenuated increase because of its shallower increase in trunk lean mass and stable leg lean mass values as a trunk to leg volume ratio increases. Increases in total trunk fat were most likely driven by increases in visceral fat that overwhelmed the decreases in overall subcutaneous fat represented by the loss of fat mass in the legs, but this study was unable to isolate visceral from subcutaneous fat.
Discussion
The prevalence of diabetes, high triglycerides, low HDL, high blood pressure, metabolic syndrome, and subsequent mortality significantly increased with each trunk to leg volume ratio quartile. Among traditionally low-risk individuals in the normal BMI category, prevalence of these conditions increased dramatically as trunk to leg volume ratio increased. Even after adjusting for several covariates in the pathway between body shape and the metabolic outcome including the fat distribution measure of trunk to leg fat mass ratio, individuals in the fourth versus first quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio had significantly increased odds of having diabetes, high triglycerides, low HDL, high blood pressure, metabolic syndrome, and subsequent mortality. Additionally, the driving force behind increased trunk to leg volume ratio was primarily increases in both the fat and lean compartments of the trunk with decreases in the legs. Even after adjustments for other measures of body shape (BMI or waist circumference), trunk to leg volume ratio was an independent marker of diabetes, metabolic covariates, and mortality in a representative sample of the United States.
While simplistic shape measures of BMI and waist circumference are associated to diabetes status, our results show that trunk to leg volume ratio provides additional information beyond these measures. Most studies use BMI and waist circumference as surrogates for total percent fat and central adiposity, respectively [29, 30, 31, 32] . In 2012, Krakauer and Krakauer developed a new body shape index that predicted mortality hazard independently of BMI in NHANES 1999-2004 by adjusting waist circumference by height and BMI [33] . While these tools are powerful clinically because they are inexpensive and easy to measure, they do not represent body composition and shape accurately [34, 35, 36, 37] . In 2012, the US Preventative Services Task Force recommended that clinicians screen for obesity but recognized that the specific mechanism for screening needed additional research [38] .
Because of the compounding effects of obesity and diabetes, trunk to leg volume ratio could potentially be used as a screening Table 3 . Results of logistic regression models to distinguish those individuals with diabetes, high triglycerides (TG), low HDL, high blood pressure (BP), metabolic syndrome (MetS), and mortality in NHANES 1999-2004 by trunk to leg volume ratio. [3] . Novotny, et al, previously reported that two surrogates of body shape (DXA-reported trunk to peripheral fat mass ratio and DXA-reported android to gynoid fat mass ratio) were significantly different between Asian and White adolescents [15, 16] . However, we recently reported that, in a repeat-measure subset of the NHANES 1999-2004 study, our measures of trunk to leg volume ratio and trunk to peripheral (arms and legs) volume ratio had better repeat-measure precision than trunk to leg fat mass ratio and trunk to peripheral fat mass 2 ) values are stratified by quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio. There is an overall decrease in leg volume primarily driven by a decrease in leg fat mass. (C) Mean trunk to leg fat mass ratio, trunk to leg lean mass ratio, and trunk to leg volume ratio are stratified by quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio. Trunk to leg fat mass ratio increases more dramatically than trunk to leg lean mass ratio. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0068716.g006 ratio (3.27% and 3.09% versus 4.95% and 4.62%, respectively) [25] .
Our study used DXA as a tool of convenience because of the availability of a large dataset for retrospective analysis. Because all DXA scans in NHANES 1999-2004 were taken on the same type of DXA system, no cross calibration between systems was necessary. While this project looks at regional DXA measures from the trunk and leg, we have previously developed a method to look at DXA-derived body shape on pixel-by-pixel basis that could be employed to generate advanced measures of shape beyond ratios of regional volume [39] . Ultimately, cheaper and potentially more accessible, optical methods could be used to measure body shape and assess risk for diabetes [37, 40] .
Despite no statistically significant difference in mean trunk to leg volume ratio between overweight and obese individuals (in Table 1 ), we found that those individuals in the highest quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio had higher prevalence of all outcomes including mortality regardless of BMI category (Figure 1, 3, and 4) . These data confirm that our measure of body shape adds more distinguishing power than BMI for many metabolic outcomes and mortality. The fully adjusted models for diabetes adjusted for potential mediators of adiposity, diabetes, and fat distribution; hence, the odds of having diabetes in the second and third (compared to the first) quartiles of trunk to leg volume ratio were attenuated significantly. Despite these major adjustments in the full models, the odds of having diabetes in the fourth (versus first) quartile of trunk to leg volume ratio remained highly significant (OR 3.9 and 2.2) and these models had the highest AUC.
Our initial hypothesis held true. Increased trunk to leg volume ratio was due to competing effects of adiposity and lean mass in the trunk and legs. We also hypothesized that increased trunk volume was due primarily to increased central adiposity, and that decreased leg volume was due to muscle wasting. However, we did not see changes in leg lean mass driving the trunk to leg volume ratio. Our data suggests that high visceral mass for both fat and lean accompanied with a low subcutaneous adiposity is the strongest driver of body shape risk irrespective of muscularity represented by leg lean mass.
Our study had several limitations. NHANES 1999-2004 didn't include hip circumference measurements, so we were not able to do a direct comparison of trunk to leg volume ratio to waist to hip ratio, a surrogate of body shape used more in research than in clinical care. To compensate, we looked at the most similar measure we could generate (waist to thigh circumference ratio); this ratio was highly correlated to but did not perform as well as trunk to leg volume ratio. In 2012, two major DXA system manufacturers (Hologic and GE-Lunar) released feature updates to quantify visceral fat from their DXA scans [41, 42] . In future studies, we hope to further investigate the specific roles of visceral and subcutaneous fat using DXA-derived visceral fat measurements. Ultimately, our results were derived from prevalent diabetes and limited mortality data (through December 31, 2006 ) and need to be validated with more incident data to assess risk for developing diabetes and its metabolic covariates.
We conclude that this novel trunk to leg volume ratio derived from whole body DXA scans in a representative sample of the US population showed strong associations with diabetes, high triglycerides, low HDL, high blood pressure, metabolic syndrome and mortality. These associations were also strong for individuals in the normal BMI category, which is typically considered low risk for diabetes. Trunk to leg volume ratio provides an independent marker that intuitively describes body shape and stratifies diabetes and mortality more accurately than currently available body shape measures of BMI and waist circumference. A large ratio of trunk versus leg volume is a strong indicator of poor health, with increased prevalence of diabetes, poor metabolic profiles, and elevated mortality even in individuals not considered overweight.
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